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Ȑᆅሱʘ˂ʒȑ
1884ࢳқ᣸ᇏᇟ͢ȾȝȤɞF.C.ɹʳɮʽɁᝢଡ଼
᳈ǽ౹ǽॖǽ̹ˁᯛǽ᛻ǽ͜˧႒ˁۄǽႎǽ׺ǽผ
ջաࠎޙ᪋۾ޙǽّ᪨୫ԇޙ᥂ /ʃʧ˂ʎϧ࣐ޙ᥂ /ʴʙʝʴʐ˂ʁʱʽޙ᥂
ᛵǽǽ஖
ǽᲩᱝᮁ஽͍ȟܿɑȶȲ1883ᴥ஥ผ16ᴦࢳᴦқᭀᴩ൐๒Ⱥʴʾɫɮʚʵᴥα͒ᜁᥪᴦȟᠭȦɝᴩ
ȰɁऻ۹ȢɁஓట̷ȟ฼ᇊɥՙȤȲǿஓటȺɷʴʃʒଡ଼ȾาᄻȟᪿɑɞȽȞᴩպࢳ9ఌᴩʫʇ
ʂʃʒˁʡʷʐʃʉʽʒଡ଼͢Ɂ޶ଡ଼࢙F.C.ɹʳɮʽᴥKlein, Frederick Charles.  1857ź1926ᴦȻ
ȰɁܻʫɬʴ˂ᴥKlein, Mary Elizabeth.  1861ź1958ᴦɂ఼ஓȪȲǿ᏾1884ᴥ஥ผ17ᴦࢳɁқ᣸
ᇏᇟ͢ɂᴩʴ ʾɫɮʚʵɁफᬭ˩ȺᩒϸȨɟȲǿటሟȺɂᴩպᇏᇟ͢Ⱥךˢю߁ȟ஥ɜȞȻȽȶ
ȹȗɞF.C.ɹʳɮʽɁᝢଡ଼ɥпᜭȪᴩటޙɁ࣮ޙɁጀᇘȈୢᇘঢ̷়ȉɥᣜ෰Ȭɞǿ
ɷ˂ʹ˂ʓᴷ F.C.ɹʳɮʽᴥKlein, Frederick Charlesᴦᴩ࣮ޙɁጀᇘǽୢᇘঢ̷়ᴩʫʇʂʃʒˁ
ʡʷʐʃʉʽʒଡ଼͢ᴩқ᣸ᇏᇟ͢ᴩʴʾɫɮʚʵ
The Sermon by Rev. F.C.Klein for theWeek of Prayer in 
Yokohama, 1884
Yukihito KUROYANAGI, Isao TAKAMI, Yoshiharu MASUDA
Faculty of Intercultural Studies/Faculty of Health and Sports/Faculty of Rehabilitation Sciences
Nagoya Gakuin University
 ᄉᚐஓǽ2019ࢳ1ఌ31ஓ
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ջաࠎޙ᪋۾ޙᝲᪿ
ɂȫɔȾ
ǽ1880ࢳ͍ᴩஓటɂʲ˂ʷʍʛȾ˶ɉ୫஥ّɁˢ׆ȾӏɢɠșȻȪȹȗȲǿ1883ᴥ஥ผ16ᴦࢳȾᲩ
ᱝᮁ஽͍ȟܿɑɞȻᴩᔐ᝙ଡ଼ᑎȟᄱɦȾȽɝᴩ̷ȁɂඔዢɁ୫ԇɗ᭛᏿ɥျᜓȪɛșȻȪȲǿछ஽Ɂ
ஓట୑ࣈɂᴩඔዢȻɁసጙ୎ඩȾ϶țȹඔԇ˿Ᏺ୑ኍɥȻɝᴩᣋّ͍޿ȻȪȹඔዢចّȾԕ୦Ȭɞّ
ᣲɝȾᤩ᣹ȪȹȗȲǿඔዢԇ˿Ᏺ୑ኍɁઆȗਖ਼ȺȕȶȲ۶ө۾ᒮɁ̢˨ᮖɂɷʴʃʒଡ଼ͤᤍɁ૜᣹ɥ
َɝᴩਈਤᏲۀɁᇩด᝿շɕɑȲՕɷʴʃʒଡ଼˿ᏲȞɜɷʴʃʒଡ଼ɥ߁ᝓȬɞ஽ఙɕȕȶȲ 1ᴦǿȦɟ
ɑȺɷʴʃʒଡ଼ȻɁᩜɢɝȟᗖȞȶȲ˨ํ᪡ጥɁ̷ȁȟଡ଼͢ᇊઙȾӏɢɝᴩ࢙अɥʩʍʁʱʽʃɹ˂
ʵȾᣮɢȮȲȦȻɕȕȶȲǿ
ǽ1883ࢳқᭀȾܿɑȶȲ˿Ⱦʡʷʐʃʉʽʒଡ଼์ɁʴʾɫɮʚʵɥᣜȗȞȤɞɛșȾᴩʫʇʂʃʒˁ
ʡʷʐʃʉʽʒଡ଼͢ᴥዢّᏩௐଡ଼͢ᴦɂᴩȰɁࢳɁ8ఌȾફਖ਼ᇊɥՙȤᴩධ͍ఊқɁଡ଼ᐳ៾ಐɥɕȷ
႒ॴ޶ଡ଼࢙ɥஓటȾ์ᤗȪȲǿयɁջɂF.C.ɹʳɮʽǿ޶ଡ଼࢙ȲȴɁͤᤍȻଡ଼ᑎ๊Ӧȟᴩ୫஥ᩒԇȾ
ᤩ᣹ȬɞஓటȾՙȤоɟɜɟᴩʩʍʁʱʽʃɹ˂ʵɁᩒᜫȾȷȽȟȶȹȗȢ஽͍ᑔ௑ɁȽȞᴩ1884
ࢳ1ఌᴩ޶ଡ଼࢙F.C.ɹʳɮʽɂ൐๒ȺᩒϸȨɟȲқ᣸ᇏᇟ͢Ⱥᇊઙᝢଡ଼ɥᚐȶȲǿ
±ᴫ±¸¸³ࢳʴʾɫɮʚʵɁ৙֞
ǽқ᣸ᇏᇟ͢Ȼɂᴩ1846ࢳȾʷʽʓʽȺᩒϸȨɟȲ˥ّᇩᬩպᄴ͢Ӂ቏۾͢ɥܑൡȾᴩࢳᭀɁ1᣸
ᩖȾɷʴʃʒଡ଼ចଡ଼์Ɂ̷ȁȟᪿȗᴩᇏɝɥцȾȬɞᪿ͢ȺȕɞǿஓటȺɂࢪఞఙȾ఼ஓȪȹȗȲ޶
ଡ଼࢙ȲȴȻцȾᴩᔐ᝙ɥᝈȬɷʴʃʒଡ଼Ɂଡ଼์ɥᠰțȲ̷ȁȟȦɁӦȠȾպᝩȪᴩ1872ࢳᴥ஥ผ5ࢳᴦᴩ
൐๒ȺܿɑȶȲ 2ᴦǿ
ǽȰɁ11ࢳऻɁ1883ᴥ஥ผ16ᴦࢳɂᴩஓటɁʡʷʐʃʉʽʒ޶ଡ଼ȾȝȗȹᴩॲᣱȽ਽ᩋȟܿɑȶȲ
ࢳȻȪȹͱᏚȸȤɜɟȹȗɞ 3ᴦǿᄉብɂᴩȰɁࢳɁ1ఌᴩ൐๒๜࠯ଡ଼͢ȺᚐɢɟȲқ᣸ᇏᇟ͢ȺɁJ.H.ʚ
ᴥʳBallagh, James Hamilton.  1832ź1920ᴦɁ֖ᄌȺȕȶȲ 4ᴦǿȰȦȾᪿɑȶȲୣ̷Ɂᓗ׆ȲȴɂᴩJ.H.ʚ
ʳȾɛȶȹα͒Ⱦ߳Ƞоɟɜɟᴩو॑Ɂጽ᮷ɥ˫țɜɟᴩɑȲα͒ȞɜᫌɟȹȗȲᐐɕѓɆ቏ȴ࢜ɜ
ȨɟɞɛșȽ࿑ҝȽগɒɥጽ᮷Ȫᴩα͒Ɂᜁᥪɥ˫țɜɟȲ 5ᴦǿȰɟɂᐥ᫜ȾɛɞЄȠȻȨɟȹȗɞǿ
Ȧɟȟᴩα͒ᜁᥪᴩȬȽɢȴʴʾɫɮʚʵɁܿɑɝȺȕȶȲǿ
ǽ൐๒ȺႆȫȲʴʾɫɮʚʵɂᴩȬȣȨɑూ̱Ɂចଡ଼͢ɗూ̱ᔐ֪ޙಇᴥऻɁ᫺ࠞޙ᪋ᴦȾȝɛɦȳǿ
ȰɁྒ෥ɂᴩպȫࢳɁ4ఌᴩ۾᩸ȺᩒϸȨɟȲቼ2و޶ଡ଼࢙͢ឰᴥ۾᩸޶ଡ଼࢙͢ឰᴦȻᴩȰɁ᏾ఌᴩ
1ᴦǽ˹రୖᴫஓటɷʴʃʒଡ଼޶ଡ଼խᴷʀʝɲʵ͏ҰȞɜ̾ஓɑȺᴫȗɁȴɁȦȻɃᇋᴩ2009ᴫp.168ǿ
2ᴦǽஓటɷʴʃʒଡ଼ධխ۾ᢷъᴫଡ଼୫ᮁᴩ1988.  p.682ᴫȈқ᣸ᇏᇟ͢ȉɁᬱᴫ
3ᴦǽCary, Otis.  A history of Christianity in Japan: protestant missions.  F. H. Revell, 1909. Capt. 6. Rapid 
Growth. 1883ź1888.  ᤳᜭ : ஓటʡʷʐʃʉʽʒ޶ଡ଼խᴷఊқɁ50ࢳᴥ1859ź1909ࢳᴦᴫ෹ࠃःᜭᴩଡ଼୫ᮁᴩ
2010ᴫቼ6ቛȈॲᣱȽ਽ᩋɥᤁȥȲ஽͍ᴥ1883ź1888ࢳᴦȉ
4ᴦǽ೤రඩ̄ȻшɁ஽͍ᴫቼ2ࢊᴫଡ଼୫ᮁ , 1938ᴫp.546ź579ᴫ
5ᴦǽҰૡᢷъᴫp.1493.  ȈʴʾɫɮʚʵȉɁᬱᴫ
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ూ̱ȺᩒȞɟȲпّژᅚଡ଼ा۾ᜆᅜ͢ɋȻऀȠፕȟɟȲ 6ᴦǿᜆᅜ͢ȾՎӏȪȲ޶ଡ଼࢙Ȳȴɂյ٥Ɂଡ଼
͢ȾɕȼɝᴩɗȟȹʴʾɫɮʚʵɂпّɁᇏᇟ͢ɋȻછȟȶȹȗȶȲ 7ᴦǿ
ǽȰɁᯚɉɝɂᴩ1884ࢳ3ఌ16ஓȾɂ̱᥆ȾȝɛɆᴩպॖᇋпͶȟ᫜ᄑᒾܣȾӿɑɟȲǿᇏᇟȟፖȠᴩ
ȈȰɁஓȞɜ1᣸ᩖᴩᔌᐐȲȴɂᇘȻɁᩜΡ͏۶ɁȦȻɥͷɕᐎțɜɟȽȢȽȶȲȉ8ᴦǿछ஽ɁஓటȾɂᴩ
ᇘȞɜᐥ᫜ȟ᪃ɝȹȢɞȻȗșͶ᮷ɥ᚜Ȭ᜘ᕹȟȽȞȶȲȲɔȾᴩ̱᥆ɁᇘޙႆɂȈʴʾɫɮʚʵȉ
ɥȰɁɑɑ۶఼᝙ȻȪȹΈȶȲ 9ᴦǿ
ǽʴʾɫɮʚʵɂᴩஓట̷Ɂޭଡ଼ᜊȾ۾ȠȽफᬭɥȕȲțᴩɑȲஓటɁଡ଼͢ȟ᭣ᡮᄑȾ਽ᩋȬɞܑൡ
ȻȽȶȲǿȦɁး៎ȾɛȶȹஓటɁɷʴʃʒᐐ̷ՠɂ1885ࢳȾଡ଼͢ୣȟ168ᴩαाୣȟ11,000̷Ⱥ
ȕȶȲȟᴩ1890ࢳȾɂଡ଼͢ୣɂጙ300ᴩαाୣɂ34,000̷ȾɑȺۄӏȪȲ 10ᴦǿ
²ᴫʴʾɫɮʚʵफᬭ˩ȺɁ±¸¸´ࢳқ᣸ᇏᇟ͢
ǽ1884ࢳ1ఌᴩJ.H.ʚʳɁ֖ᄌȞɜ1ࢳऻᴩஓటȾᠭȠȲʴʾɫɮʚʵɁफᬭɥՙȤȹ1884ࢳɁқ
᣸ᇏᇟ͢ɂᩒϸȨɟȲǿȦɁқ᣸ᇏᇟ͢Ɂп߁ɂɑȳᆬᝓȺȠȹȝɜȭᴩᩜ Ρࢳ᚜ 11ᴦ12ᴦȾɕᜤᢐȟȽ
ȗǿး٣ɁȻȦɠᴩछ஽Ɂ᣸Ҕᔐޏጤ Japan Weekly Mail13ᴦᴥ͏˩ᴩJWMᴦɁպᇏᇟ͢ᩜᣵɁᜤ̜ȟȰ
ɁകᛵɥᅺɞךˢɁਖ਼ȟȞɝȻȽȶȹȗɞǿ
ǽʡʷɺʳʪᴥَ±ᴦȞɜґȞɞᣮɝᴩ1884ࢳɁқ᣸ᇏᇟ͢ɂᴩ1ఌ6ஓᴥஓᴦȞɜ1ఌ13ஓᴥஓᴦɑȺᴩ
ኳ٥Ȼ൐๒Ɂ˵ʰʕɴʽʋʭ˂ʋȺᩒϸȨɟȲ14ᴦǿኳ٥͢کȺɂᴩ1ఌ10ஓᴥజᴦȾᴩቼ10وᇩᬩպᄴ
͢ࢳඒ፱͢ᴥthe Tenth Annual Meeting of the Evangelical Alliance of JapanᴦȟᩒϸȨɟᴩɹʳɮʽ
܁ܻȟ͢׆ȻȪȹ੪ᝓȨɟȹȗɞ15ᴦǿ
6ᴦǽProceedings of the General Conference of the Protestant Missionaries of Japan: held at Osaka, Japan, April, 
1883.  Yokohama: R. Meiklejohn, 1883.
 https://archive.org/details/proceedingsofgen00geneuoftᴥఊጶᩣᜄஓ2018ź10ź21ᴦ
7ᴦǽ̝ၵ๎ࢶᴫ۾ࡀɿɷȻ๊෩ȾȝȤɞఊқɁʴʚɮʚʵᴫ๊෩ᝲ୫ᪿᴫϧ࣐ႆ๊ޙ᥂፾ᴫ58, 2015.  p.1ź19ᴫ
8ᴦǽCary, Ұૡంᴩ1909.  p.171ᴫᤳᜭp.239ᴫ
9ᴦǽThe Missionary Herald, 80(6), 1884.  p.207.
 https://archive.org/details/missionaryherald806amerᴥఊጶᩣᜄஓ2018ź10ź21ᴦ
10ᴦ ˹రᴩҰૡంᴩ2009.  p.166ź169ᴫ
11ᴦ ஓటɷʴʃʒଡ଼խࢳ᚜ᴫ୎᜙࿂ᴫଡ଼୫ᮁᴫ2006ᴫ
12ᴦ ஓటᏩௐଡ଼͢ࢳឪᴫై෫ो܀᤼፾ᴫαঢ়ᇋيᴫ1967ᴫ
13ᴦ The Japan Weekly Mail: a review of Japanese commerce, politics, literature and art.  ʂʭʛʽʫ˂ʵ୿ᐨᇋȾ
ɛɝ1870ࢳӁҔᴩ1915ࢳɑȺҔᚐǿ
 https://books.google.co.jp/books?id=TmcxAQAAMAAJᴥఊጶᩣᜄஓ2018ź10ź21ᴦᴫ
 ˨ᜤɥֆɔᴩF.C.ɹʳɮʽȾΡɢɞ៾୳ᝩ౼ɂջաࠎޙ᪋۾ޙ۾ޙ᪋̜ө޷ˁࠞю᪜୫෡Ⱦચȶȹȗɞǿ
14ᴦ қ᣸ᇏᇟ͢ᴥthe week of prayerᴦɁ᏾᣸Ⱦ the second week of prayerɕᩒϸȨɟȹȗɞȟᴩటሟȺɂқ᣸
ɥ՘ɝ˨ȥɞᴫ
15ᴦ JWM, Jan.  19, 1884.  p.19.
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ջաࠎޙ᪋۾ޙᝲᪿ
ǽ1884ࢳ1ఌ13ஓᴩ൐๒Ɂʰʕɴʽʋʭ˂ʋȺᐱᚏɁҰȾ቏ȶȲȻȠᴩF.C.ɹʳɮʽɂ26දɁᔌᐐ
ȺȕȶȲǿܻʫɬʴ˂ȻцȾқɔȹ఼ஓȪᴩ൐๒ɁʠʴʐʽܤޙಇȺଡ଼țܿɔȹ4ʿఌᄻᴩஓటɁᰚ
རȽԱ៎ɥᜁțȹȗȲȺȕɠș஽ఙȺȕɞǿȦɁ3ࢳऻᴩɹʳɮʽ܁ܻɂ൐๒ȞɜջաࠎȾሉɝᴩջ
աࠎᔐ֪ޙಇɥᜫ቏ȬɞǿȦɁқ᣸ᇏᇟ͢ȺɁᝢଡ଼ɂᴩ130ࢳɥጽȹ᛻ȷȞȶȲF.C.ɹʳɮʽɁȈᐼۦȉ
ȺȕɝᴩयɁΈ֤ɥᅺɞਖ਼ȟȞɝȻȽɝșɞɕɁȺȕɞǿ
ǽF.C.ɹʳɮʽɁᝢଡ଼ɂᴩJWM 1884ࢳ1ఌ19ஓհȾп୫ȟ૗᧸ȨɟȲ 16ᴦǿૡᢐȨɟȲᝢଡ଼ɂᴩ315ᚐᴩ
2797᝙ȾɢȲȶȲǿ
16ᴦ JWM, Jan. 19, 1884.  p.64ź65ᴫటᝢଡ଼Ɂകᛵɂᴩ᳈౹ॖ̹ȈF.C.ɹʳɮʽɁᝢଡ଼Ȼୢᇘঢ̷়ȉᲶዬᴫᴥ127ᴦ, 
2016. p.4ź8Ⱥڨ֖Ȫȹȗɞǿ
َ±ǽ 1884ࢳқ᣸ᇏᇟ͢Ɂʡʷɺʳʪᴥ JWM, 
Jan. 5, 1884ᴦ
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³ᴫÆ®Ãɹʳɮʽᝢଡ଼ɁՁ୫ȻȰɁпᜭ
ǽ͏˩Ɂᜭ୫ 17ᴦɂJWM 1884ࢳ1ఌ19ஓհɁˢ᥂ᜤ̜ɥֆɔᴩպጤȾૡᢐȨɟȲF.C.ɹʳɮʽɁᝢଡ଼
ɁՁ୫Ȼᜭ୫ɥ˶ҚȪȹᜤᢐȪȲǿȽȝᴩᜭ୫Ɂજउюɂᴩᐊᜭ˨ᛃᠴȪȲኙ੔ȺȕɞǿɑȲՁ୫Ⱦ
ɂᴩᤛ஽୎ᚐɥȢɢțȲǿᜭ୫˹Ɂᐥంኙ੔ɂᴩȬɌȹஓటᐥంԦ͢୿цպᜭᐥంȞɜऀႊȪȹȗɞǿ
17ᴦ ᜭҋȾȕȲȶȹɂᴩջաࠎޙ᪋۾ޙ۶ّ᝙ޙ᥂Phillip R. Morrowଡ଼ૌɁȧӒ᜘ɥीȲǿᜤȪȹព৙ɥ᚜Ȭɞǿ
Ձǽǽ୫
WEEK OF PRAYER
SIXTH AND Seventh DAYS.
The meetings of the closing days of this week 
have exceeded all that preceded them in 
interestness and number of the attendants.  
The addresses of gentleman in the community, 
not connected with Missions, in testimony 
to what changes they had witnessed were 
emphatic and encouraging, while the many 
subjects for request connected with Missions 
were urgently presented at the throne of Grace. 
In view of the action of the Evangelical Alliance, 
recommending the observance of a Second 
Week of Prayer, it was resolved to continue the 
meetings at the Seamen’s Mission Rooms, No. 
86, another week and meet from 5ź6 p.m. Also 
in view of the very special services to be held 
by the native Churches of Yokohama, to-day, at 
9 a.m., and 7 p.m. at the Union Church, it was 
resolved that to-day’s subject be Prayer for the 
Revival of God’s work among the Japanese.  Dr. 
J.C. Hepburn was expected to lead the meeting. 
The subject for the days following to be Prayer 
for the revival of God’s work among the Foreign 
Residents of Yokohama.
The Foreign service at the Union Church 
yesterday morning was largely attended, 
ᜭǽǽ୫
қ᣸ᇏᇟ͢
ቼ6ஓᄻᴩቼ7ஓᄻǿ
̾᣸ఞɁஓȁɁᇏᇟ͢ɂᴩҋ࢚ᐐɁᩜ॑ȻՎ
ӏᐐୣȟᴩȦɟɑȺɛɝȬɌȹ˨وȶȹȗ
Ȳǿ޶ଡ଼يͶȻɂᩜΡɁȽȗጱۢɁᄉ᜘ɂᴩ
٥ڒᇋ͢Ⱦȝȗȹᄻ଒ȨɟȲ۹ȢɁ۰ԇɥ᝙
ɜɟᴩӌऐȢӘɑȪȻȽȶȲǿˢ஁ᴩ޶ଡ଼ي
ͶȾᩜᣵȪȹʴɹɲʃʒȨɟȲ۹ȢɁᇏᇟᝥ
ᭉɂগɒɁ࣋ᴥଡ଼͢ڛɁҰ۔ᴦȺ፯ॲȾᇏɜ
ɟȲǿᇩᬩպᄴɁ๊ӦȾᩜȪȹɂᴩᇏᇟɁቼ
̝᣸ɁᤠަɥӳɔȲȟᴩͅɁ᣸ɂᓗ׆ͤᤍ޷
86հ޷Ⱥᇏᇟ͢ɥፕፖȬɞȦȻᴩȰȪȹԟ
ऻᴲȞɜᴳ஽ȾᩒϸȬɞȦȻȟขްȨɟȲǿ
టஓɁԟҰᴶ஽Ȼԟऻᴴ஽Ⱦʰʕɴʽʋʭ˂
ʋȺ൐๒Ɂஓట̷ចଡ଼͢ȾɛȶȹᩒȞɟɞɑ
ȨȾ࿑ҝȽᇊઙȾᩜȪȹᴩటஓɁᇏᇟᝥᭉɂ
ஓట̷ɁᩖɁᇘɁЄȠɁʴʾɫɮʚʵɁȲɔ
ɁᇏɝȺȕɞȦȻȟขްȨɟȲǿJ.C.ʢʦʽ
ԩۢȟȰɁᇏᇟ͢ɥ߳ȢɛșȾ෰ɔɜɟȲǿ
ፖȢஓȁɁᇏᇟᝥᭉɂᴩ൐๒Ɂ۶̷ّࠊͳᐐ
ȾȝȤɞᇘɁЄȠɁʴʾɫɮʚʵɁȲɔɁᇏ
ɝȺȕɞȦȻȟขްȨɟȲǿ
றஓɁగɁʰʕɴʽʋʭ˂ʋȺɁ۶̷ّᇊઙ
ɂ۹ȢɁ̷ȁȟҋ࢚ȪȲǿ࿍࢙ɹʳɮʽ෡Ⱦ
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and the Sermon by Rev.  Mr. Klein was of so 
impressive a character that, as far as possible, 
we will reproduce it in these columns to-
morrow.
The Meeting at 212, Bluff, generally of a very 
interesting character, was more than usually 
so in view of a number of interesting facts 
being stated showing the marvelous movings 
of God’s Spirit at present in Japan among all 
classes, high and low.  The question was raised 
whether we had a right to believe God would 
convert all Yokohama? Not a few answered in 
the affirmative that God could, and it was the 
duty of all to pray that he would do so, and 
that in order thereto, we needed most of all to 
reiterate the Disciples’ Prayer, “Lord, increase 
Our faith!”  Attention was called by a sea-faring 
man to the need of prayer for the observance of 
the Sabbath on the part of our tea-merchants, 
owing to the extensive effect of their example 
upon all classes of the people.  He himself could 
bear witness to the ruin Sabbath desecration 
had brought to men of business profaning the 
Sabbath. 
Closing Discourse
The Sermon on the text suggested by the 
Evangelical Alliance for the last Sabbath of the 
weekly of Prayer was preached at the Union 
Church, Yokohama, 13th inst., by the Rev. F. C. 
Klein, of the Methodist Protestant Mission to 
Japan, and was as follows: ź
1ST THESSALONIANS, 3, 12ź13.
“And the Lord make you to increase and abound 
in love one toward another, and toward all men, 
even as we do toward you: To the end he may 
ɛɞᝢଡ଼ɂᴩ᫿ࢠȾ৞ӦᄑȽ࿑ौȟȕȶȲɁ
ȺᴩժᑤȽ᪅ɝᴩ஥ஓɁ߆ሟඊȾȰɟɥѓး
ȪȲȗǿ
ࠞਖ਼212ႭȺɁᇏᇟ͢ɂᴩകȪȹ᫿ࢠȾᒾ֞
ȕɞ࿑ौȟȕȶȲǿး٣ɁஓటȾȝȤɞᡵґ
Ɂȕɜəɞ᪡࠙ɁᩖȺɁᇘɁ᫜ɁᯆȢɌȠॅ
ഈȾȷȗȹᴩ۹ȢɁᒾ֞຅ȗ̜޴ȟᣮࢠɛɝ
۹ȢȕȶȲǿᇘȟ൐๒ɁпȹɁ̷ȁɥو॑Ȩ
ɟɞ̜ɥαȫȹᓦȗɁȞȻȗșץᭉȟᠭȦȶ
ȲǿߵȽȞɜȭɁᐐȟᇘɂȝȺȠȾȽɞᴩȰ
ȪȹȰșȨɟɞɛșȾᇏɞȦȻȟȬɌȹɁᐐ
ɁᏲөȺȕɝᴩȰɁȲɔȾᇹȲȴɂȈ˿ɛᴩ
ᇹȲȴɁα͒ɥۄȪȲɑțȉȻȗșΈाȲȴ
ɁᇏɝɥᎱɝᣌȬȦȻȟ࿑Ⱦ॒ᛵȺȕɞȦȻ
ɥӌऐȢኌțȲǿȕɜəɞ᪡࠙Ɂ̷ȁɋɁࢥ
ࢿȗൌኰȻȽɞɁȺᴩȝᔪף̷ȲȴɁާকஓ
ɁᤠަȲɔɁᇏɝȟ॒ᛵȺȕɞȦȻȟˢ̷Ɂ
ᓗ̋ɝഈᐐȾɛȶȹᛵ෰ȨɟȲǿयᒲᡵɂᴩ
ާকஓɁї๩ɂާকஓɥི᛾Ȫȹ̜̈́Ȭɞᐐ
Ȳȴȟᡵɥ໕ɏȪȹȗȢȦȻɋɁᜳ᜘ɥȪȲ
Ɂȳɠșǿ
ᩐ͢Ɂᝢଡ଼
қ᣸ᇏᇟ͢ɁఊऻɁާকஓɁȲɔȾᇩᬩպᄴ
ȾɛȶȹӳɔɜɟȲᐥంኙ੔ȾᩜȬɞᝢଡ଼
ɂᴩ̾ఌ13ஓɁ൐๒Ɂʰʕɴʽʋʭ˂ʋȺ
ɬʫʴɵˁʫʇʂʃʒˁʡʷʐʃʉʽʒଡ଼͢
ஓట޶ଡ଼يɁF.C.ɹʳɮʽ࿍࢙ȾɛȶȹᣖɌ
ɜɟȲǿȰɟɂඒɁɛșȺȕȶȲǿź
ʐɿʷʕɻɁαाɋɁਖ਼ጤˢ3ᴷ12ź13
ȈȼșȞᴩ˿ȟȕȽȲȟȲɥᴩȝ̠ȗɁঢ়Ȼ
ȬɌȹɁ̷ɋɁঢ়ȻȺᴩៈȞȾ຿ȴȕɈɟȨ
ȮȹȢȳȨȗɑȬɛșȾᴩɢȲȪȲȴȟȕȽ
1884ࢳқ᣸ᇏᇟ͢ȾȝȤɞ F.C.ɹʳɮʽɁᝢଡ଼
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stablish your hearts unblameable in holiness 
before God, even our Father, at the coming of 
our Lord Jesus Christ with all his saints.”
The Apostle’s affection for those who were 
led to Christ by his efforts was marked, and 
his wise counsel and godly admonitions to 
them are profitable unto all.  Unquestionably 
there were reasons why the Thessalonians 
should increase and abound in love, and that 
similar reasons exist to-day is, doubtless, why 
the text has been presented for elucidation.  
When we stand with earth’s unfortunates amid 
scenes of degradation, where the spray from 
the rushing current of iniquity falls at our feet, 
and our hearts sicken at the sight of lawless 
transgressions, our thoughts turn to the seared 
innocence of Paradise as the starting point, 
and the absence of love as the cause which 
reddened the earth with a brother’s blood, and 
has sent wild, ceaseless pulsations of enmity 
coursing through the forms of men.
‘Tis the reign of malignant hatred to God 
and man which tarnishes the name of man, 
and sullies still more his lowered manhood.  
Human conception can form no realization of 
a grander work than this, the restoration of 
fallen humanity, and the reéstablishment of its 
love, elevating and unfolding, as it does, human 
nature into the image of God; and this sublime 
work well merited the direct interposition of 
ȲȟȲɥঢ়ȪȹȗɞɛșȾǿȰȪȹᴩɢȲȪ
ȲȴɁ˿ɮɲʃȟᴩॅᒲᡵȾࠖȬɞȬɌȹɁ
ᐥȽɞᐐȲȴȻцȾ఼ɜɟɞȻȠᴩȕȽȲȟ
ȲɁ॑ɥऐɔᴩɢȲȪȲȴɁྸȺȕɞᇘɁॅ
ҰȺᴩᐥȽɞᴩ᫿ɁșȴȼȦɠɁȽȗᐐȻȪ
ȹȢȳȨɞɛșȾǿȉ
ʛɰʷɁ޶ଡ଼ɁഈȾɛȶȹɷʴʃʒᐐȻȽȶ
Ȳ̷ȁɋɁΈाʛɰʷɁঢ়ষȟᴩȦɁᐥంኙ
੔Ⱦ᚜஥ȨɟȹȗɑȬǿȰȪȹʛɰʷɁ᠊஥
ȽӒ᜘ȻୢᘏȽᜡਿɂȬɌȹɁᐐȾ఍ᄬȺȕ
ɝɑȬǿჀȗɕȽȢᴩʐɿʷʕɻɁαाȲȴ
ȟঢ়ȾȝȗȹۄȪӏțɞɌȠȺȕɞျႏȟȕ
ɝɑȪȲǿȰȪȹჀȗȽȢᴩȦɁᐥంኙ੔ȟ
պറɁျႏȺ̾ஓސ٣ȪȹȗɑȬǿᇹȲȴȟ
෋͠ȻȪȲᆍەɁးکȾ٥˨Ɂ˪ᤆȽ̷ȁȻ
цȾ቏ȷ஽ᴩȰɁᠴЫɂমɁ༝ํȟӯȗᓦȢ
ํɟ֌ȠҋȪȹȗɑȬ 18ᴦǿᇹȲȴɁ॑ɂᴩི
ศɁ࿞Ꮨȟ൐ᚐȪȹȗɞးکɥڀᩖ᛻ȹᴩؖ
վɥɕɛȝȬɛșȾȽɝɑȬǿȰȦȺᴩਾȁ
ɂѓҋᄉȪᴩȲȳۿّȾ৊ȗɥϿȤɞɁȺȬǿ
ঢ়ȽȠɂᴩЬअɁᚌɥ٥ȾٹɟํȪᴩঢ়ȽȠ
ɂᴩ਎মȾ຿ȴȲထɁɛșȾᴩጶɢɝȽȠ਎
ȪɒɁ᳞ӦȻȽȶȹ̷ɁᐼɥሶȠᆍɞɁȺȬǿ
ᇘȻ̷ȾߦȬɞম৙Ⱦ຿ȴȲ୦৙ȟୈᥓᄑȻ
ȽɟɃᴩ̷ᩖɁջۦȟϾȷȠᴩ௿ȾڠᕶȪȲ
̷ᩖॴɥ෵ȪɑȬǿڠᕶȪȲ̷ᩖॴɥوेȨ
Ȯᴩ̷Ɂঢ়ɥѓӁᣲȬɞȦȻሌᴩ̷ȟᐎțɜ
ɟɞ˹Ⱥ᪽۾ȽഈɂȽȗɁȺȬǿ̾ஓɕᴩঢ়
Ȼɂोɥᯚɔᴩঢ়Ȼɂᩒ୐ᄑȺȕɝᴩঢ়Ȼɂ
̷ಐɥᇘɁͬݎɋȻ۰țɞɕɁȺȬǿȦɁࡄ
ᯚȽഈɂᴥԚޏౝɁᴦ͍РȻȗșϠ۾ȽഈȾ
ȝȗȹᴩᇘɁᄽ૚ᄑȽ̿оȺԚпȾީ̘Ȫɑ
18ᴦ F.C.ɹʳɮʽ࿍࢙ɂᴩԧԈ੉̚ᴥ1861ࢳ～1865ࢳᴦɥጽ᮷ȪȹȗɞǿȰɁ஽͍ᑔ௑ȟȦɁᜤ̜Ⱦᝣɒ
՘ɞȦȻɕȺȠɞǿ
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God in the great act of substitution, whereby 
the plan of redemption was fully and forever 
consummated.
Why should we abound in love? Because it is 
God’s command, and an essential requisite 
of Christian character.  Because we are the 
subjects of prejudice; we draw our conclusions 
with improper motives, influenced, too often, 
by local, personal, and other considerations; we 
are prone to unduly depreciate the merits of 
others, and unduly magnify our own, and other 
manifestations make it a necessity for us to 
increase and abound in love,
for as Spurgeon aptly says : ź “Love is the 
marrow of the bones of fidelity, the blood in the 
veins of piety, the sinew of spiritual strength, 
yea, the life of sincere devotion.”  The source 
of Love is in God, “for love is of God,” and the 
apostle says “the love of God is shed abroad 
in our hearts by the Holy Ghost.”  A sincere, 
and an earnest trust in God insures it as an 
inevitable result, and “The consciousness of 
its presence in the heart is what makes the 
Christian,” for his newly awakened powers are 
actively exercised by love as the motive power; 
and with it he possesses the sure and only 
foundation of all hopes which are inspired by 
the acceptance of the Gospel of Jesus Christ.
To properly love we must know something 
of the object of our affection, consequently 
knowledge must come in to satisfy and also 
develop the love possessed.  A true man can 
only love the truth, and as God is truth, the 
ȪȲǿȰɟȾɛȶȹᴩᠢȗɁ᜛႕ȟީпȾȞ
ȷ෫ᤕȾީ਽ȪȲɁȺȬǿ
ȽȯᇹȲȴɂঢ়Ⱦ຿ȴɞ॒ᛵȟȕɞȺȪɚș
ȞᴼǽȰɟɂᇘɁਿɔȾȪȹᴩɷʴʃʒᐐɁ
ोɁట᠎ȺȬǿᇹȲȴɂϡ᛻ɁᢝȺȬǿ˪ो
ɁӦൡȾɛɝፀᝲɥॲȡᴩ࿳Ȣρ̷ᄑˮȷȰ
ɁͅɁᐎțȾɛɝȕɑɝȾɕȪɃȪɃफᬭɥ
ՙȤɞɕɁȺȬǿͅᐐɁोɥᤈ࣊Ⱦ᛻˩Ȫᴩ
ᒲґɁोɥᤈ࣊Ⱦ֌ᐱȬɞɁȺȬǿȦɁറȽ
˪ोɁ޴ৰȺȕɞȞɜȦȰᴩঢ়ɥۄȪӏțᴩ
ঢ়ɥៈȞȾȬɞ॒ᛵȕɞɁȺȬǿ
΍țɃʃʧʵʂʱʽȟᤛҒȾᣖɌȹȗɑȬǿ
Ȉঢ়ɂड़޴ɁᯏɁᯕᴩୢᘏȻȗșᚌከɁ˹Ɂ
ᚌ๬ȺȕɞǿɑȲঢ়ɂ᫜ᄑ๊ӌɁՁӦӌȺȕ
ɞǿȰșᴩঢ়ɂ᝚޴Ƚα͒Ɂ֤ȽɁȺȕɞȉǿ
ঢ়ɁໃɂᇘɁюȾȕɝɑȬǿΈाʛɰʷɂȈᇘ
Ɂঢ়ȟᐥ᫜ȾɛȶȹᇹȲȴɁ॑Ⱦาȟɟȹȗ
ɞȉȻ᝙ȶȹȗɑȬǿ᝚޴Ⱦྒ॑ȾᇘȾαᭅ
ȬɞȦȻȾɛɝᴩঢ়ɂछུɁፀ౓ȻȪȹίᜳ
ȨɟɞɁȺȬǿ॑Ɂ˹Ⱦȕɞঢ়Ɂᒱ٣Ⱦɛȶ
ȹඬɓȦȻȾɛɝᴩɷʴʃʒᐐɂɷʴʃʒᐐ
ȻȪȹސ٣ȪȹȗȢɁȺȬǿȽȯȽɜɃᴩɷ
ʴʃʒᐐɁ୿ȪȢᜁᥪȨɟȲӌȟȕɜəɞ̷
ႆɁՁӦӌȻȽɝᴩঢ়Ⱦɛȶȹ๊ӦᄑȾ޴ᡇ
ȨɟɞȞɜȺȬǿঢ়Ⱦɛȶȹɷʴʃʒᐐɂп
ȹɁ࢑ఖɁ˹Ⱥᴩᆬ޴ȺךˢɁژᇀɥပीȬ
ɞɁȺȬǿȦɟɂᴩɮɲʃɷʴʃʒɁᇩᬩɥ
ՙȤоɟɞȦȻȾɛȶȹ᫜ᄑȾᄻᜁɔɞȦȻ
ȽɁȺȬǿ
ඩȪȢঢ়ȬɞȲɔȾɂᴩᇹȲȴɂȰɁঢ়ষɁ
ߦ៎ȾȷȗȹɁͷȞɥᅺɜȽȤɟɃȽɝɑȮ
ɦǿȪȲȟȶȹᴩᅺឧɂीɜɟȲঢ়ɥ຿ᠴȨ
ȮᴩɑȲ਽ᩋȨȮɞȲɔȾоȶȹ఼ȽȤɟɃ
ȽɜȽɝɑȮɦǿᅊ޴Ƚ̷ɂȲȳᅊျɁɒɥ
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more we know of him the more we can love 
him.  There can be no doubt that love is a 
creation, for both doctrine and experience teach 
that he whom God loves, in him he creates love 
on the principles of cause and effect; for when 
the man fully realizes that God does love him he 
loves God in return; and the slightest drawing 
to him, I may remark, is the result of His Spirit, 
and should be encouraged by us. Why love one 
another as Christians?  Because “We know that 
we have passed from death unto life, because 
we love the brethren.” “He that loveth not his 
brother abideth in death.”
Our hopes centre in a common object, we each 
seek the same dwelling of the Almighty where 
alone can come no footstep of decay, and we 
ought to be closely united in the endeared ties 
of true brotherly love, for as we feel it will be 
thus in Heaven, only intensified, why not have 
it begun here below?
“If God so loved us we ought also to love one 
another.” ‘Tis human to love those who love us, 
but the Gospel love is as broad as Christendom, 
and sweeps out over the whole earth; and if we 
selfishly limit ours we fall short of the Christian 
ঢ়ȬɞȦȻȟȺȠɑȬǿȰȪȹᴩᇘɂᅊျȺ
ȕɞɁȺᴩᇹȲȴȟᇘȾȷȗȹᅺɟɃᅺɞ
Ɏȼᴩᇘɥঢ়ȬɞȦȻȟȺȠɑȬǿঢ়ȟӁᣲ
ȺȕɞȦȻɂჀșȦȻȟȺȠɑȮɦǿȽȯȽ
ɜᴩଡ଼ᏲȻጽ᮷ȟଡ଼țɞȦȻɂᴩᇘɂঢ়Ȭɞ
̷ȾȝȗȹՁىȻፀ౓ɁՁҬȾɛȶȹȰɁ̷
Ɂ˹Ⱦঢ়ɥӁᣲȪɑȬǿȽȯȽɜ̷ɂᇘȟȰ
Ɂ̷ɥᅊ޴Ⱦঢ়ȪȹȗɞȦȻɥԚґȾনɞ஽
Ⱦᴩ̷ɂᣌᇊȻȪȹᇘɥঢ়ȪɑȬǿȰȪȹᴩ
ᇹȟ͇ȤӏțȲȗɁɂᴩȰɁఊɕЁȞȾᇘɋ
ऀȠ߆Ȯɜɟɞ̜ɂᴩᇘɁᐥ᫜Ɂፀ౓Ⱥȕ
ɝᴩᇹȲȴȾɛȶȹܟӘȨɟɞɌȠȺȕɝɑ
ȬǿȽȯᴩɷʴʃʒଡ଼ाȻȪȹȝ̠ȗȾঢ়Ȭ
ɌȠȽɁȺȪɚșȞǿȽȯȽɜᴩȈɢȲȪȲ
ȴɂᴩᒲґȟඳȞɜ֤ɋȻሉȶȲȦȻɥᅺȶ
ȹȗɑȬǿЬअɥঢ়ȪȹȗɞȞɜȺȬȉ19ᴦǿȈঢ়
ȬɞȦȻɁȽȗᐐɂᴩඳȾȻȼɑȶȲɑɑȺ
Ȭȉ20ᴦǿ
ᇹȲȴɁ࢑ఖɂᴩɅȻȷɁцᣮɁᄻൈȾᪿ˹
ȪɑȬǿȰɁᄻൈȻɂ᚞ᣝɁᠴᡀȟȽȗпᑤ
ᐐȻ۰ɢɜȽȗᒱ٣ɥ෰ɔɑȬǿᇹȲȴɂᅊ
޴ɁЬअঢ়Ɂ৵ɢȪȗᩜΡȾȝȗȹᜆ߈Ⱦፀ
ɃɟɞɌȠȺȕɝɑȬǿȽȯȽɜᴩᇹȲȴȟ
৞ȫɞɛșȾᴩȰɟɂۿȾȝȗȹ޿஋Ɂɛș
ȺȕɝᴩȨɜȾȰɟȟऐɔɜɟɞȺȪɚșǿ
ȺȬȞɜᴩ٥˨Ⱦȝȗȹᅊ޴ɁЬअঢ়ɥܿɔ
ɛșȺɂȕɝɑȮɦȞǿ
Ȉঢ়ȬɞᐐȲȴᴩᇘȟȦɁɛșȾᇹȲȴɥঢ়
ȨɟȲɁȺȬȞɜᴩɢȲȪȲȴɕ̠ȗȾঢ়Ȫ
նșɌȠȺȬȉ21ᴦǿᇹȲȴɥঢ়Ȭɞ̷ȁɥঢ়
ȬɞɁȟ̷ᩖȺȬǿȪȞȪᴩᇩᬩɁঢ়ɂɷʴ
ʃʒଡ଼˰ႜɁɛșȾࢿȢᴩȰȪȹп٥္ɥȝ
19ᴦ ʲʙʗɁਖ਼ጤˢ3: 14a
20ᴦ ʲʙʗɁਖ਼ጤˢ3: 14c
21ᴦ ʲʙʗɁਖ਼ጤˢ4: 11
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standard.  The Psalmist never threw upon the 
canvass of humanity’s ever-unfolding picture a 
more sublime scene than is depicted in “Behold 
how good and how pleasant it is for brethren to 
dwell together in unity.”
With such love as is urged upon us by the 
Gospel the Christian rises far above the ravings 
of prejudice, the ambitions of limited self, and 
the Clanishness of church or party, but, loving 
God most of all, he loves Christians because 
they are God’s children.
Therefore, this love is a necessity in the life 
that seeks a steady development here in 
righteousness, and a full fruition of all hopes in 
the beyond where life will be lived in its purity, 
peace, and love. Why should we love all men?  
God is no respecter of persons, since he loves 
all men, how can we do otherwise than love 
them?
We must never forget that the soul of the 
lowest wretch is as precious to him as our 
souls are to us, and that the same Saviour died 
to regain him and develop all his faculties.  
All men, especially sinners, need the warm 
sympathy of true hearts, and if we turn to 
them a cold heart we not only disobey God, but 
stultify our Christian manhood, for if he is ever 
ready to shed abroad his love in their hearts, 
how dare we fail to love them.
ȝȗɑȬᴩȰȪȹɕȪᇹȲȴȟȦɁঢ়ɥҟࢄ
ᄑȾҤ᪅ȬɞȽɜɃᴩᇹȲȴɂɷʴʃʒᐐɁ
ژໄȾࠍȞȽȗɁȺȬǿᝂ፾ͽᐐɂᴩ̷ᩖॴ
ɁȕɈɟɞፎɁɷʭʽʚʃɁ˨ȾᴩȈ᛻ɛᴩ
ЬअȟцȾ࣋ȶȹȗɞǿȽɦȻȗșগɒᴩȽ
ɦȻȗș׺Ɇȉ22ᴦȻȪȹɛɝ෥ᯚȗکᬂɥ૫
ȗȹȗɑȬǿ
ᇩᬩȾɛȶȹᇹȲȴȾ΢ȨɟȹȗɞȰɁɛș
Ƚঢ়Ⱦɛȶȹᴩɷʴʃʒᐐɂϡ᛻Ⱦ຿ȴȲੌ
᜘ᴩ᪅ɜɟȲᒲࢄɁ᥿ఖᴩଡ଼͢ɑȲଡ଼์Ɂ์
᩟ɥɂɞȞȾᤕȢᠰțɑȬǿȰȪȹɷʴʃʒ
ᐐɂఊɕᇘɥঢ়ȬɞȻպ஽Ⱦɷʴʃʒᐐɥঢ়
ȪɑȬǿȽȯȽɜयɜɂᇘɁފȼɕȲȴȺȕ
ɞȞɜȺȬǿ
ȰɟəțȾȦɁЬअঢ়ɂᴩ٥˨ȾȝȗȹᏲɁ
ީ਽ɥᣜȗ෰ɔᴩጠ໼ᴩࢲ֪Ȼঢ়Ⱦ຿ȴȲۿ
ّȾȝȤɞпȹɁ࢑ఖɁީၤȽ޴ɝɁႆ๊ɥ
࢑ఖȬɞɁȾ॒ᛵȺȕɝɑȬǿȽȯᇹȲȴɂ
ȬɌȹɁ̷ɥঢ়ȬɌȠȽɁȺȪɚșȞǿᇘɂ
̷ȁɥͷɜᠡࠔȬɞᐐȺɂȕɝɑȮɦǿᇘɂ
ȬɌȹɁ̷ɥঢ়ȪȹȗɞȞɜȺȬǿᇹȲȴɂ
̷ȁɥঢ়ȬɞɛɝᴩͅɁ஁ศȺᚐӦȬɞȦȻ
ȟȺȠɑȬȞǿ
ᇹȲȴȟขȪȹॗɟȹȽɜȽȗȦȻɂᴩఊɕ
৆ɔȽ̷Ɂ᯽ɂᇹȲȴɁ᯽ȻպറȾᴩᇘȾ
ȻȶȹᯚΙȺȕɞȻȗșȦȻȺȬǿȰȪȹᴩ
պȫୗȗ˿ȟఊɕ৆ɔȽ̷ɥѓɆीᴩȰȪȹ
ȬɌȹɁयɁਗ਼ᑤɥ਽ᩋȨȮɞȲɔȾඳɦȳ
ȻȗșȦȻȺȬǿȕɜəɞ̷ɂᴩ࿑ȾᏘ̷ɂ
ᅊ޴ɁຣȞȗ॑Ɂպষɥ॒ᛵȻȪȹȗɑȬǿ
ȰȪȹɕȪᇹȲȴȟѯȲȗ॑ɥयɜȾտȤɞ
ȽɜɃᴩᇹȲȴɂᇘȾ˪िᬲȺȕɞɁɒȽɜ
ȭɷʴʃʒᐐȺȕɞȦȻɥིȾȪɑȬǿȽȯ
ȽɜɕȪᇘȟयɜɁ॑ȾᇘɁঢ়ɥࢿȢาȣႊ
22ᴦ ᝂ፾133: 1b
1884ࢳқ᣸ᇏᇟ͢ȾȝȤɞ F.C.ɹʳɮʽɁᝢଡ଼
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Paul was only a Christian man, laying aside 
his special gifts and powers, yet feeling his 
weakness, but here he holds up his manner of 
love to the Thessalonians, as an example of 
what their love should be to one another and to 
all men.  To-day we possess the same hopes, 
privileges, principles, and character-moulding 
forces of Christianity as he possessed, yet can 
we begin to say to others what he said to the 
Thessalonians?  Have not God and men the 
right to expect it of us with the profession we 
make?
None rejoice more than I that we are in these 
times of true philanthrophy and great advance, 
where the revived principles of a broad 
humanics are felt in the widening of thought 
and feeling, and where the reign of keen 
asperities, impassioned thought, and embittered 
prejudice recedes further into the past.  But 
let us be honest, and acknowledge that it is 
the basis of our Christianity which has caused 
it, the lever which moves raises and develops 
the world; that which has done so much to 
harmonize men’s differences, to soften the 
asperities of their estrangements, to focalize 
their sympathies and to centralize their efforts, 
and that upon which all worthy enterprises can 
rest; ‘tis the love of God to man, and man’s love 
to God and his fellow-men.  Therefore we, with 
the moving millions of Christians, who, feeling 
the common ties, having the common interests 
of a uniting brotherhood, are panting, amid life’s 
struggles, for the one eternal peaceful bivouac 
৙ȟȕɞɁȽɜɃᴩᇹȲȴɷʴʃʒᐐȟयɜ
ɥঢ়ȨȽȗᜭȾɂȗȠɑȮɦǿ
ʛɰʷɂȲȳɁɷʴʃʒᐐȺȕɝᴩयɁਗ਼ᑤ
ȻӌɥᑨɋȝȠȷȷɕᴩȽȝᒲґɁऍȨɥ৞
ȫȹȗɑȪȲǿȪȞȪȦȦȺᴩʐɿʷʕɻɁ
αाɁঢ়ȟȝ̠ȗȻȬɌȹɁ̷ȁȾߦȪȹɁ
ൌኰȻȪȹᴩʛɰʷɁঢ়Ȫ஁ɥૡȥȹȗɑ
Ȭǿ̾ஓᇹȲȴɂᴩʛɰʷȟ੿ȗȹȗȲɁȻ
պറɁɷʴʃʒଡ଼͢Ɂ࢑ఖᴩ൏ҟᴩՁҬᴩ̷
ಐढ਽ӌɥધȶȹȗɑȬǿȪȞȪᴩᇹȲȴɂᴩ
यȟʐɿʷʕɻɁαाɋ᝙ȶȲɁȻպറɁȦ
ȻɥͅᐐȾ޶ɌܿɔɞȦȻȟȺȠɞȺȪɚș
ȞǿᇘȻ̷ȁɂᴩᇹȲȴȟȽȬ֖ᄌȻцȾᇹ
ȲȴȞɜঢ়ɥఙशȬɞ൏ҟɥધȶȹȗȽȗɁ
ȺȪɚșȞǿ
ᅊ޴Ɂԩঢ়ȻϠ۾Ƚɞ᣹ඬɁȦɁ஽͍Ⱦȝȗ
ȹᴩࢿȗ̷ᩖޙɁʴʾɫɮʚʵɁՁျȟ९ᐎ
Ȼ৞ষɁࢿኰȾȝȗȹ৞ȫɜɟᴩȰȦȺ᧛ȗ
ᤈᥢȨɗྒརȽ९ᐎɗᔍȗϡ᛻ɁୈᥓȟᤈՍ
ɋȻᤕȢᣝȢȦɁ஽͍ȾȝȗȹᇹȲȴȟɷʴ
ʃʒᐐȻȪȹސ٣ȬɞȻȗșȦȻɥᇹɛɝɕ
׺ɉᐐɂȗɑȮɦǿȪȞȪᴩඩᄽȾȽȶȹᴩ
ඒɁȦȻɥᝓɔɑȪɚșǿȬȽɢȴᴩঢ়ɥᠭ
ȦȪȲɁɂᇹȲȴɁɷʴʃʒଡ଼Ɂ٠իȺȕ
ɝᴩӦȞȬȰɁಬފȟ˰ႜɥᠭȦȪᴩᄉࠕȨ
ȮɑȬǿȬȽɢȴᴩ̷ȁɁᤏȗɥᝩ֪ȨȮɞ
ɁȾ۹ȢɁȦȻɥ਽ȪȹᴩयɜɁᫌՕɁᤈᥢ
Ȩɥ֪ɜȥᴩयɜɁպᝩȾཱིཟɥնɢȮᴩय
ɜɁӓӌɥᪿ˹ԇȪᴩȰɁ˨ȺȬɌȹɁΙϏ
ȕɞ̜ഈȟާްȬɞɁȺȕɝɑȬǿȰɁಬފ
ȟᴩ̷ȾߦȬɞᇘɁঢ়Ⱥȕɝᴩ͓ᩖɋɁ̷ȁ
ɋɁঢ়ȺȬǿȰɟəțȾᇹȲȴɂᴩᐥ᫜Ⱦɛȶ
ȹӦȞȨɟȲ۹ȢɁɷʴʃʒᐐȻцȾᴩцᣮ
Ɂጺɥ৞ȫᴩፀశȪȲЬअɁцᣮɁᩜ॑ɥધ
ȴȽȟɜᴩ̷ႆɁᩰ̚ɁȲȳ˹ȺᴩᤘȞय஁
ȾȕɞɷʴʃʒᐐɁፀᪿȪȲࢲՁȺᴩ෫ᤕȾ
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on the marshalled plains beyond, ought, and I 
trust do, possess the love which rises above the 
affected friendships of earth, and sees in every 
man a brother, and has for such a brother’s 
heart and open hand, seeing in him, as in all 
men, latent powers and possibilities which, if 
roused and improved, will develop grand results 
for God and humanity.
I honor and love all who thus feel the 
promptings of a pure unselfish brotherly love; 
and I would rather far be an humble votary at 
the shrine of those who, in thought and labor, 
in life and in death, sought the elevation of the 
degraded, the broadening of fraternal relations, 
and the inculcating of principles which bind 
heart to heart the sons of men, than to stand 
over the mouldering dust of the greatest 
warriors who have ever stained the earth with 
the blood of their fellow men. We are here, as 
Christians, in these fair isles, not to seek the 
further degradation of the inhabitants; not, 
with rude iconoclastic act, to demolish their 
temples; not to offer them a substitution of 
rites and ceremonies, neither force on them 
the emptiness of pretentious vicegerency 
claims, nor bind their thought; not to turn their 
allegiance from the Mikado and the powers that 
be; but with the open Bible ź thank God for 
it in Japan to-day ź with its grand principles, 
glorious doctrines, and inspiring promises, 
to wage a peaceful warfare in those spheres 
of thought and feeling where the reason, 
judgment, and conscience of men are touched 
and acted upon for their eternal interests.
ࢲ֪Ƚ᥿؆ɥȪȽȟɜ׷ȗȺȗɑȬǿᇹɂ٥
˨Ⱦȕɞ᛻ȮȞȤɁՓষɥ˨وɞঢ়ɥધȶȹ
ȗɑȬǿȰɁঢ়ɂȕɜəɞ̷ȁɥЬअȻɒȽ
ȪᴩȰɁɛșȽЬअɁ॑ɥધȶȹចਖ਼ɥ˨ȥ
ɞɁȺȕɝɑȬǿȰɁঢ়ɂᴩȕɜəɞ̷ȁȾ
ȝȤɞɛșȾ᪫ɟȲӌȻᑤӌɥ᛻ҋȪᴩ૸ɝ
ӦȞȨɟȹ਽ᩋȬɞȽɜɃᴩᇘȻ̷᭒ȾȻȶ
ȹఊᯚɁፀ౓ȾᄉࠕȪȹȗȢɁȺȬǿ
ᇹɂᴩጠዩȾҟࢄᄑȺȽȗЬअঢ়ɥԴ࣋Ⱦᇉ
Ȭ̷ȁɥୢȗᴩঢ়ȪɑȬǿᇹɂᴩ̷ȁɁᚌȺ
ɕȶȹ٥˨ɥȞȷȹ෵ȪȹȠȲఊɕϠ۾Ƚ੉
ۢȲȴɁనȴ౓ȹɞھɁ˨Ⱦ቏ȷɛɝɕᴩ९
ᐎȻәЄᴩႆȻඳȾȝȗȹᴩয৆ȽᄻȾȕȶ
Ȳ̷ȁȻՓঢ়ᩜΡɁࢥɥࢿȥɞȦȻᴩ̷Ɂ॑
Ȼ॑ɥፀɆȷȤɞՁҬɥ૘෰Ȭɞ̷ȁɁ੔ᎅ
Ɂ٥ȾȕɞនᘑȽͤᤍᐐȻȽɝȲȗɕɁȺ
ȬǿᇹȲȴɂᴩȦɟɜɁጨ௔ɜȪȗࡀȁȾɷ
ʴʃʒᐐȻȪȹໞ٣ȪȹȗɑȬǿȰɁͳ෢Ɂ
ֿͱɥᕶȻȬ̜ɥ෰ɔȹɂȗɑȮɦȪᴩयɜ
Ɂߥ᪋ɥᆍەȬɞዮ௪ȽϭЅᆍە˿Ᏺɗᇊઙ
ɗЕࣻɁ͍ɢɝȻȽɞɕɁɥयɜȾᇉȬɁȺ
ɂȕɝɑȮɦǿ෥՘ȶȲम̷ᄑȽᛵ෰Ɂሳᘑ
ȨɥयɜȾऐȗɞɁȺɕȽȢᴩयɜɁ९৊ɥ
ᎌɞɁȺɕȽȢᴩးސȨɟɞʩɵʓȻ൏ӌȞ
ɜयɜɁड़᝚॑ɥᑔȤȨȮɞȦȻȺɕȕɝɑ
Ȯɦǿஓట᝙ȾᐊᜭȨɟȲᐥం 23ᴦź̾ஓஓ
టȾȝȗȹȰɁ̜ɥᇘȾ৞ពȪɑȬȟźȰɁ
ጨ௔ɜȪȗՁျȻᢚȞȪȗଡ଼ᏲȻᐥ᫜Ⱦ຿Ȳ
ȨɟȲᇘɁጙశȦȰȟࢲ֪ɋɁ९ȗɥ׹ᠭȨ
ȮɞɁȺȬǿȰȦȺ̷ȁɁျॴᴩҜ୽ᴩᓦឧ
ɂयɜɁ෫ᤕȽɞᩜ̜॑ɋफᬭȨɟȹᚐӦɋ
Ȼᮠɝ቏ȹɜɟɞɁȺȬǿ
23ᴦ 1887ࢳȾ஥ผЫᜭᐥంȟީ਽ȪȲǿ1872ࢳȾᩒܿȨɟȲஓట᝙ᜭᐊᜭ̜ഈȾɂʢʦʽɕӏɢȶȹȗɞǿ
1884ࢳқ᣸ᇏᇟ͢ȾȝȤɞ F.C.ɹʳɮʽɁᝢଡ଼
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We seek the elevation of the Japanese that they 
may become what they ought to be, and what 
they will be by the acceptance of the Gospel 
of Jesus Christ, which we believe they will do.  
And surely while here, far from the associations 
of our native lands, we need to be closely united 
in love as God’s children, and possess true 
love for all who tread the soil of the Mikado’s 
Empire. What has our love to do toward having 
us presented unblameable in holiness?
Love is the foundation and ramifier through the 
superstructure of Christian character; and from 
it come the natural and expected developments 
which mark the ornamentation of a pious life, 
and, if properly used, it can not fail to promote 
our growth in grace, and in the knowledge of 
our Lord Jesus Christ.  The text assures us 
that, at the coming of Christ our hearts are to 
be presented blameless in holiness.
Why?  Because Christ is holy, and we are to 
be like him, and because “without holiness no 
man shall see the Lord.”  Our condition, and 
the time when, in that condition, we are to be 
presented are set forth. To my mind that is 
clear enough.  A man’s body is imperfect.  Jesus 
Christ was the only perfect man since the fall.  
when a man’s body is consigned to the grave it 
is still an imperfect body, but his soul, if he died 
in the faith of Jesus Christ, will be cleansed by 
the blood of Jesus, for “the blood of Jesus Christ 
his Son cleanseth us from all sin,” and it will be 
fit for Heaven, and angelic associations.
ᇹȲȴɁᆬαɂᴩஓట̷ȟɮɲʃˁɷʴʃʒ
ɁᇩᬩɥՙȤоɟɞȦȻȾɛȶȹట఼ȕɞɌ
ȠݎȾȽɞ̜ȺȬǿᆬȞȾȦȦஓటȗɞᩖᴩ
ᇹȲȴɁ᥅᥽ȞɜɂᤕȢᫌɟȹȗɞᜭȺȬ
ȟᴩᇹȲȴɂᇘɁފȻȪȹঢ়Ⱦȝȗȹ߈૚Ⱦ
ፀɆ͇ȠᴩʩɵʓɁّࢗɁ٠٥ɥᡍɦȺȗɞ
пȹɁ̷ȁɋɁᅊ޴Ɂঢ়ɥધȷȦȻȟ॒ᛵȺ
ȬǿᐥԇȾȝȗȹ៪ɔɁȽȗᐐȻȪȹᇉȨɟ
ɞɁȾᇹȲȴɂঢ়ɥધȶȹͷɥȬɌȠȺȪɚ
șȞǿ
ঢ়ɂɷʴʃʒᐐɁ̷ಐɥஓȁᐥ᫜ȾɛɝӅᄑ
Ⱦ۰ԇȨȮɞژᇀȺȕɝછୠȨȮɞɕɁȺȕ
ɝɑȬǿঢ়ȾɛȶȹछུఙशȨɟȲ਽ᩋȟᴩ
ᇹȲȴɁୢᘏȽ̷ႆɁ᭰ɝɥᡀȾරȬɁȺ
ȬǿɕȪඩȪȢঢ়ȟ޴ᡇȨɟɞɁȽɜɃᴩঢ়
ɂগɒȻȰȪȹᇹȲȴɁ˿ɮɲʃˁɷʴʃʒ
ɁᅺឧȾȝȤɞ਽ᩋɥ૜᣹ȨȮɑȬǿʐɿʷ
ʕɻɁਖ਼ጤɂᴩɷʴʃʒɁ఼ᒱɁ஽ȾᇹȲȴ
Ɂ॑ȟᐥԇȾȝȗȹ៪ɔɁȽȗᐐȻȪȹᇉȨ
ɟɞȦȻɥᆬᜳȪȹȗɑȬǿ
ȽȯȺȪɚșȞǿɷʴʃʒɂᇘᐥȺȕɞɁȺᴩ
ᇹȲȴɕयɁɛșȾȕɞɌȠȺȬǿȽȯȽɜᴩ
ᐥԇȽȢȪȹᝤɕ˿ɥ᛻ɞȦȻɂȽȗɁȺ
ȬǿᇹȲȴɁ࿡ৰȻȗȷɷʴʃʒɁҰȾҋɞ
ɁȞȻȗșస͔ɂஒȾขɔɜɟȹȗɑȬǿᇹ
Ɂ॑ȾȰɁస͔ɂԚґȾ஥ɜȞȺȕɝɑȬǿ
̷ɁͶɂ˪ީпȺȬǿɮɲʃˁɷʴʃʒɂՁ
Ꮨ͏఼Ȳȳˢ̷ީпȽ̷ȺȕɝɑȪȲǿ̷Ɂ
ͶɂۃɋоȶȹȗȢ஽ᴩȰɁͶɂȽȝ˪ީп
ȺȬǿȪȞȪᴩयɁ᯽ɂᴩɕȪयȟɮɲʃˁ
ɷʴʃʒɥαȫȹ̪ȢȽɟɃᴩɮɲʃɁᚌȾ
ɛȶȹຏɔɜɟɞȺȪɚșǿȽȯȽɜᴩȈॅ
ފɮɲʃˁɷʴʃʒɁᚌɂȬɌȹɁᏘȞɜᇹ
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At the resurrection, that body will be raised a 
prefect, glorious body like unto Christ’s.  The 
soul already perfect will reinhabit that glorious 
body, and thus will be presented unblameable in 
holiness at Christ’s coming. Bear in mind that 
God is thus to present us there, at the coming 
of our Lord Jesus Christ.  But he can not there 
thus present us, unless we now commence the 
work of elevation and growth in grace.  Heathen 
philosophers asked the question, is the soul 
immortal?  Some accepted a kind of affirmative 
answer, but it was for this divine revelation, 
with its matchless power to lift the veil of the 
future, and declare in unmistakable tones that 
“this corruptible must put on incorruption, 
and this mortal must put on immortality;” and 
the words of the Son of God, are “I am the 
resurrection and the life, he that believeth in 
me though he were dead, yet shall he live.”
Thus forever are scattered the shadows which 
hung round the grave, for now we see immortal 
life rising before us resplendent in unclouded 
glory, a fixed, immutable verity.  We therefore 
see why the Apostle said “if in this life only we 
have no hope in Christ we are of all men most 
miserable,” for the future is before us, into 
it we each must enter, and if alone as we are, 
where can we go, what can be our hope there 
without Christ?
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It is just as easy for me to believe that Jesus 
Christ, the Son of God, came into this world 
in human form, that his advent was heralded 
by angelic choirs, and that he received the 
homage of the wise men of the East in the 
manger of Bethlehem, as it is for me to believe 
that George Washington lived and died, on the 
banks of the Potomac, in the frame house on 
the slopes of Mount Vernon.  And as I rest the 
interests of my immortal soul on my belief that 
Jesus trod the streets of Jerusalem, spent that 
awful season in Gethsamene, was crucified on 
Calvary, even though “he did no sin, neither 
was guile found in his mouth,” that he rose 
from the sepulchre’s gloom and walked and 
talked with men after his resurrection, so do I 
as firmly believe he is coming again, because 
scripture declares it.
He himself said, “I go to prepare a place for 
you. And if I go and prepare a place for you, I 
will come again, and receive you unto myself, 
that where I am ye may be also.”  No, theory, 
argument, or anything else is now needed.  I 
can add nothing to this positive declaration from 
the Son of God. And as not a single statement 
he made ever fell short, or has ever been 
proven to be untrue, I am fully persuaded that 
my belief is settled in One who is both mighty 
to save, and mighty to come again.  The hard, 
stubborn, immovable fact stands out before the 
world that he has fulfilled all he promised, in 
the time designated, and with the gilding of the 
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western hills by the daily setting sun, hastens 
to us, with silent tread, the dawn of eternity’s 
glad morn.
The outlook to-day is flooded with the glory of 
coming universal triumphs for Christ.  Already 
the campfires of the Lord’s army are burning on 
the mountain-tops and in the valleys, lighting 
up the heathen lands and the isles of the sea.  
He is coming, surely coming; and then shall 
be heard the trump’s loud alarm, and the glad 
triumphant song of Christendom, growing 
louder and louder still as nation after nation 
catches the grand refrain, till, mingling with the 
music of the spheres, the universe will magnify 
the eternal Majesty of the earth and skies.
When, in conclusion, is this to occur? I do not 
know, no man knows, for “the day of the Lord 
will come as a thief in the night.”  A lack of 
knowledge of when it is to be does not, in any 
sense, lessen the certainty of its coming.  How 
is it to occur?  By the power of the Almighty; 
“according to the working whereby he is able to 
subdue all things unto himself.”
And the same power which swept victoriously 
through death’s dominions, and triumphantly 
waved the broken bonds of the grave, will 
likewise cause “The heavens to pass away with 
a great noise and the elements to melt with 
fervent heat, the earth also and the works that 
are therein to be burned up.”
”Why will this occur?  That Christ’s divine 
sovereignty’ may be universally acknowledged.  
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“As I live, saith the Lord, every knee shall 
bow to me, and every tongue shall confess to 
God,” that the wrongs of earth may be righted, 
and there are many waiting for that day, and 
that Jesus may gather his own from among the 
children of men.”
But, while He tarries his coming in visible 
form, He is here this hour, and knocks at the 
door of your heart, not only somebody else’s, 
but your heart, for admission, that he may dwell 
and reign there without a rival.
‘Tis his right thus to reign, and if acceded to by 
each, happy will be the hour, grand will be the 
life, triumphant will be the death, and glorious 
will be the crown worn in Heaven. 
Well, the past is irrevocably passed.  If we loved 
not Christians and all men as was our duty, ‘tis 
now too late to go yonder to do or undo.  The 
record has been closed.
May God grant that, taught by our mistakes and 
encouraged by our successes, we may press 
boldly onward to the coming struggle, seeking 
ever to increase and abound in love, looking 
unto Him who will guide us to the end, and at 
last will present us unblameable in holiness 
when He comes.
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